
MUPS Tank Pressure Anomaly
 A scary story with a happy ending*



ITAR (International Traffic in Arms Regulations) 
IANAL (I Am Not A Lawyer)



"On DOY 200 [July 19]  during the 1950-2205 GMT pass, G_LIMMON 
reported the MUPS tank pressure at 233.2 psia, well below its yellow 
caution low of 250 psia.  Upon further investigation, it was discovered 
that a few hours into the JUL2009A loads at 1750 GMT the tank 
pressure suddenly dropped ~21 psi over 45 minutes, from 255 psia to 
234 psia.  It stabilized until 2100 GMT and then began a slow drop to 
the last known value of 228.5 psia at 2205 GMT (end of track).  
 
There were no significant changes in rates, momentum, or propulsion 
system temperatures.  As a precautionary measure, the crews closed 
the MUPS bank-A isovalve at the end of the track by executing script 
P_ISO3 with inputs of C for Close and F for Forward."

The Scary Bit in words



The Scary Bit in pictures

BOT 19:50z A-side iso
valve closed
22:03z 



Momentum Unloading Propulsion System
Maneuvers and external torques cause accumulation of 
momentum in Reaction Wheel Assemblies
Momentum removed through a set of 4 MUPS thrusters 
that catalyze the hydrazine propellant



Momentum Unloading Propulsion System
Pressure transducer

Over 30 m of plumbing



Anomaly response (July 19 to August 27)

Initial telecon and commanding to close A-side valve
Instituted daily anomaly status telecon/report and 
used collaborative Wiki page to communicate results
FOT engineering substantially focused on anomaly
FOT operations crew went to 24 hr ops
Worked to obtain every spare minute of DSN comm
Obtained significant NGST engineering support 
(including a formerly "retired" propulsion expert)
SOT and MSFC carried out science team analyses
FOT/SOT MP and CDO handled schedule, user needs
No interruption of science observations  (but pitch 
restrictions and no momentum dumps) 



The Mystery: leak or no leak?

Initial drop looks like a self-sealing propellant leak
Observed self-sealing from ice build-up in prior tests
Signature unlike any known pressure transducer 
failure, no credible mechanism 
Transducer vendor: it couldn't be the transducer 

Leak :-(

No temperature drop or disturbance torque
Extremely difficult to leak over 5 lbs of hydrazine in 45 
minutes without either signature, but ...

"Constrained" leak might not generate torque
Leak location: tank or 5' of lines, maybe no nearby thermistor??

Transducer noise signature changed
Tank vendor: it couldn't be the tank

No Leak :-)



The Mystery: leak or no leak?

       MUPS Tank 
Hydrazine   Helium   

Variable reluctance 
pressure transducer   

Flexible bladder



Another bump in the night (zulu)

Keep MUPS tank cool by restricting pitch > 130 degrees
MP and observers feel the heat



Investigations: leak or no leak?
A large volume of analysis strongly implicated a 
transducer failure but without a smoking gun



A definitive test: fire the thrusters

Recognized early on that a MUPS unload would be 
sufficiently sensitive to determine if there was a leak
Obvious risk in this test (e.g. open self-sealed leak)
BUT  not understanding anomaly had increasing risk 
Maintaining high-alert operations was not feasible
On 24-August the FOT presented a very detailed 
analysis that the risk of a firing test was lower than 
the risk of doing nothing: all stakeholders concurred .
On 26-August a 150 sec momentum dump was 
commanded



A definitive test: fire the thrusters

--- 255 psi

---  190 psi



A happy ending*

Firing test showed 95% efficiency: No leak!
Operations back to normal effective immediately
Many subsequent MUPS unloads confirm 

Hold on a second ...
Still no credible failure mechanism for transducer
Coincidence? 

EPHIN planning limit increased to 120F on 2-July
HETG limit switch anomaly on 7-July
MUPS tank pressure anomaly on 19-July 

EPHIN limit is now protecting other  parts of Chandra
Planning limit reduced to 117F on 27-August
Looking very closely at other components, thermal 
trending, and cycle analysis


